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Back in 2013, Asana was still a young company and some of their managers were experiencing leadership roles for the first time. So they needed to learn how to be, well, leaders. Like how to be more influential, directive, confident, and how to deal with conflict. Because if they could flourish then Asana could start to scale even faster (and without so many growing pains).
Enter SNP.
We started with just one 1:1 coaching relationship. But the good word spread fast. Soon enough more people from Asana’s management team were seeking our unique third party perspective, skill-based approach, and communications expertise to build their personal brand, strengthen their careers, and achieve more. (And did we mention the coaching program was a perk that attracted new talent? We didn’t? Well…) Eight years later and Asana is still scaling. And we’re still by their side helping them do it.
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By clicking on "Submit", you agree to the SNP Privacy Policy and communication from SNP Communications through the contact information listed. 
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Trainings
 





Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
LayoutName *
Phone *

Company Name *
Email *



Number of Particpants *1-5
6-5
11-15
16+


Courses (Select all that apply)	I’m not sure
	Building Accountable and Productive Virtual Teams
	Building Relationships
	Business Writing
	Career Development
	Communicating through Change
	Conflict Management
	Content Development
	Creating Efficient Teams
	Critical Thinking
	Decision Making
	Delegation
	Delivering Hard Feedback
	Dialogue Skills
	Emotional Intelligence
	Facilitating Hybrid Meeting
	Impactful Coaching
	Influence without Power
	Insights Discovery
	Interviewing Skills
	Leaders Narrative
	Manager Essentials
	Managing Stress and Difficult Emotions
	Media Skills
	Navigating and Communicating Through Uncertainty
	Negotiation Skills
	Offsite
	Presentation Skills & Executive Presence
	Project Management
	Giving and Receiving Feedback
	Resilience & Grit
	Run Better Meetings
	Selling Skills
	Storytelling
	Strategy and Tactics
	Sustain Collaboration
	Time Management
	Working Well Together


What else would you like us to know?
By clicking on “Submit”, you agree to the SNP Privacy Policy and communication from SNP Communications through the contact information listed.
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We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.OkPrivacy policy




